
A QUARTER REVIEW:

The second quarter was a near perfect inverse of the first 
quarter for the bond market. Fear of widespread bank failures 
pushed yields lower and corporate bond spreads wider during 
the first three months of the year. By late Spring, however, 
investors had grown increasingly confident that banking 
system stress was more likely to remain contained. As a result, 
corporate bond spreads tightened 11 basis points, led by 
financials. As investors’ focus shifted away from banks, the 
Fed and its ongoing fight on inflation once again took center 
stage. Despite engineering a “hawkish pause” at the June Fed 
meeting, Chair Powell took great care to emphasize that the 
Fed’s job was not yet done. The bond market reacted quickly, 
pricing out any remaining near-term rate cuts. As a result, 
yields rose sharply across the curve. The short end of the yield 
curve reacted the most, as the two-year Treasury yield 
approached multi-year highs. The longer end had a more 
muted reaction, resulting in continued flattening of the yield 
curve. Despite a flurry of intra-year volatility, the 10 Year 
Treasury finished the first half of the year virtually unchanged. 
Spreads tightened throughout the quarter, led by financials. 
The largest “GSIB” banks led the way, and are now trading 
close to pre-SIVB levels, while smaller regional banks still 
remain historically cheap. Agency MBS spreads tightened 17 
basis points from their intra-quarter highs and remain an area 
of focus for their defensive nature and historically attractive 
valuation.  
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PERFORMANCE SUMMARY:

After two consecutive quarters of positive absolute returns, 
the rally in high-quality bonds was interrupted. The Johnson 
Core Fixed Income Strategy returned -1.16% net of fees versus 
the Bloomberg US Aggregate Index return of -0.84%. The 
strategy remains longer duration than its benchmark as a way 
to protect against the darkening macroeconomic backdrop. 
While we believe this positioning will be beneficial over time, 
the longer duration stance was a headwind to second quarter 
performance as interest rates retraced their first quarter rally. 
Additionally, the Strategy remains overweight high-quality 
regional banks, which tightened less than their larger “GSIB” 
peers throughout the quarter. This was somewhat offset by the 
Strategy’s overweight to corporate bonds relative to its 
benchmark, which was additive to relative performance due to 
overall spread tightening. Lastly, the longer-duration struc-
ture of the Strategy’s government bond allocation was an 
added performance tailwind as the yield curve resumed its 
flattening bias. 

MARKET OUTLOOK AND PORTFOLIO POSITIONING:

As we look toward the second half of the year, we continue to 
position portfolios defensively. While labor markets remain 
surprisingly resilient, there are signs the economic moderation 
continues to grow deeper and more widespread. Manufacturing 
activity has cooled significantly and is consistent with prior 
recessions. While still steady overall, consumer spending 
continues to gradually slow. The good news is this economic 
moderation has also ushered in several months of softer inflation 
data. While inflation remains above the Fed’s desired target, 
much progress has been made in bringing consumer price 
growth back to more tolerable levels.  At the same time, interest 
rates are approaching their cycle highs and we continue to 
believe that positioning portfolios modestly long duration relative 

ATTRIBUTION

 JOHNSON BLOOMBERG US AGGREGATE DIFFERENCE

DURATION -2.17% -2.02% -0.15%

NON-PARALLEL -0.22% -0.25% 0.03%

OTHER RATES 0.00% 0.05% -0.06%

SECTOR/QUALITY 0.32% 0.31% 0.01%

SELECTION -0.15% 0.01% -0.16%

INCOME 1.12% 1.10% 0.02%

PERFORMANCE

 QTD 1YR 3YR 5YR 7YR 10YR

JOHNSON (GROSS) -1.10% -1.15% -4.22% 1.03% 0.85% 2.04%

JOHNSON (NET) -1.16% -1.39% -4.46% 0.78% 0.60% 1.78%

BLOOMBERG US -0.84% -0.94% -3.96% 0.77% 0.44% 1.52%
AGGREGATE
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to their benchmarks will allow us to capture historically attractive 
yields while also building a reliable hedge against future uncer-
tainty and volatility. Similarly, corporate bond spreads remain 
quite low, and are tighter than economic fundamentals would 
imply. As a result, we have continued to reduce exposure to select 
issuers that we view as overvalued. Agency MBS remain an 
attractive alternative to high-quality corporates, and we continue 
to add exposure to the sector. As always, we remain deeply 
committed to delivering consistent and reliable results for our 
clients. As the second half of the year unfolds, we’re confident that 
our “Quality Yield” investment approach will continue to offer 
historically attractive yields while also offering superior down-
side protection. 

Johnson Asset Management (JAM) is a division of Johnson Investment Counsel, Inc. (“JIC”), an independent and privately owned Midwestern based investment 
advisory firm registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission. Johnson Asset Management manages institutional separate account portfolios for a wide
variety of for-profit and nonprofit organizations, public agencies, public and private retirement plans, and personal trusts of all sizes. It may also serve as 
sub-adviser for mutual funds. JIC’s fees are available upon request and may be found in our Form ADV Part 2A. Performance data quoted herein represents past
performance. Past performance does not guarantee or indicate future results. All data is current as of June 30, 2023 unless otherwise noted. Returns and net asset 
value will fluctuate. To determine if this strategy is appropriate for you, carefully consider the investment objectives, risk factors, and expenses before
investing. Individual account management and construction will vary depending on each client's investment needs and objectives. Investments employing JIC’s 
strategies are NOT insured by the FDIC or by any other Federal Government Agency, are NOT Bank deposits, are NOT guaranteed by any Bank or any Bank
a�liate, and MAY lose value, including possible loss of principal. Johnson Asset Management claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance 
Standards. The Institutional Core composite includes all fee paying, fully discretionary, actively managed institutional fixed income portfolios with a minimum value 
of $500,000 and an investment objective of broad investment grade, taxable fixed income, benchmarked against the Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Index. The US 
Aggregate Bond Index is a broad-based flagship benchmark that measures the investment grade, US dollar denominated, fixed-rate taxable bond market.
JAM’s policies for valuing portfolios, calculating performance and preparing compliant presentations, as well as a complete list of composite descriptions are 
available upon request. Please contact our o�ce at 513.389.2770 or 3777 West Fork Road, Cincinnati, OH 45247. All returns reflect the reinvestment of investment 
income (dividends and/or interest) and capital gains. Valuations and returns are stated in U.S. dollars. Trade date accounting is used. Portfolio returns are 
calculated using time weighed return methodology on a monthly basis. Net returns shown reflect gross performance less the highest fee schedule for this strategy. 
Actual client returns would also be reduced by brokerage commissions, custodial fees, and other client paid expenses detailed in JIC’s Form ADV Part 2A.
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Our primary objective across all duration 
mandates is to outperform the market with 
comparable volatility by utilizing our 
proprietary and unique Quality Yield approach 
and the deep experience and continuity of our 
investment team.
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 JOHNSON BLOOMBERG US AGGREGATE

COUPON 3.33% 2.88%

YIELD TO MATURITY 4.87% 4.81%

WEIGHTED AVG. MATURITY (IN YEARS) 8.59 8.62

WEIGHTED AVG. DURATION (IN YEARS) 6.74 6.31

CONVEXITY 0.34 0.31

PORTFOLIO SUMMARY


